How to find an organizational purpose
Susanne Schimmer & Ingeborg Molster

Intro

We are there for the frontrunners and for people who think outside the box. For the ones that want to make a
difference in their work and life, who prefer to set ambitious goals and are prepared to be the first to act.
With a special attention towards a purpose driven economy, for organisations that strive for a higher goal, with
products and services that have a higher purpose. It’s high time that organisations rethink their focus and
rather than just being the best in the world, also want to do the best for the world!

What do we mean with Organizational Purpose?
We see the higher purpose of an organization as:
The bigger WHY

Corporate values differ from purpose:

 Why do we exist, for what do we exist?

1. They are often not moral

 Who are we, what do we contribute to this world?

2. They are often not concerned with
the destination of the organization

 ‘Purpose is not a set of corporate values
 It´s not the vision why we are producing something

It´s not the rules that define the purpose.
It´s the purpose that shapes the culture
and it´s rules

Attributes of Purpose Driven companies
Any type of company can be Purpose driven, when they:


Use their organization as a vehicle to serve this higher
purpose.



Have a clear ambition in what they want to achieve.



Embrace a social theme and aim to make a significant
difference.



Think less in competition, but in abundance and
preferably work together with others to generate
more impact.



Binds people behind a common purpose instead of a
formal hierarchy.



Are transparent in what they do and do not do.



Use their purpose as a compass in complex choices.

Click images for video links

Purpose & Systemic evolution

Spiral Dynamics
Clare Graves

Why are big Multinationals working with us on Purpose?
Unilever CEO: Paul Polman Click image for video link

Purpose creates trust, creates inspiration and thus revenue

The Systemic Journey to find an organizational purpose
STEPS
1.

Why are we here - our bigger WHY
1. Where do we come from?
2. Where are we now?
3. What is our organizational DNA?

2.

The search - what matters to us?

3.

What difference do we want to make?

4.

How could we claim that?

APPROACH


Use different systemic viewpoints for systemic
answers and for sustainable embedding



Using systems thinking to understand the
complexity of the organizational history and the
challenges of the external problem we like to
address



With understanding of corporate irrationality,
politics & emotions



Understand how the current dynamics are
created and how to shift them

Übung – starting to find your organizational purpose
Formiere Gruppen von 3 Personen
5 Min. Selbst-reflexion
• Nimmt euer Handy und suche Euren favoriten Nachrichtenseiten auf. – studiere die Haupttitel.
• Was finden Sie erschütternd/irritierend? Was inspiriert Sie?
• Was könnten Sie mit Ihrer Organisation/ in Eure Rolle als Selbständige(r)/Unternehmer/in) machen
um dies gegenzuwirken?
• Welchen Raum möchten Sie einnehmen und ´claimen´ um zu versuchen Einfluss auszuüben?
 What small piece of this big domain, would you like to claim to try to influence?
3x5 Min. austaischen und reflektieren

Reflections

Do you like to contribute to the organizational purpose movement?
1. We are building a Purpose Academy – what would you like to know?
2. This year we will organize Purpose Day Germany
• What German companies are already starting / open
to showcase or Invite?
• What suggestions / tips would you have for us?
Thanks for
your post-its

Susanne@ForChiefs.com / Ingeborg@ForChiefs.com / www.ForChiefs.com
https://www.dedroomfabriek.nl/en/#filter=.Purpose

Let´s create a paradigm shift ….

Conscious Capitalism – Let´s create a paradigm shift
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